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Our Time Is Here
Demi Lovato

:]
please tell me if anything is wrong
i will gladly fix it :D

btw, this isn t meant to be played with the recording
some of the notes clash
but it sounds just fine if it s only voice and guitar :D

intro:

F Dm Bb C

       F                  Dm    
We re done, but it s not over.
       Bb
we ll start it again
  Gm                  F
After the end of the day, 
                    Dm
it keeps getting better
 Bb      
Don t be afraid, 
     Gm        
we ll do it together.

Dm
Come on, come on, 
      F
you know
      Bb                    F
It s your time to move it s my time to move

Dm
Come on, come on, 
    F
let go
               Bb
Leave it all behind, 
               Gm
your past and mine

               F       Dm
Gone are the days of summer



              Bb             C
We could nt change it if we tried
              F                   
Why would we want to, 
                 Dm
let s go where we got to
                Bb             C
Out paths will cross again in time
                 F       Dm
It s never the same tomorrow, 
       Bb              C
And tomorrow is never clear
     Dm                    F
So come on, come on, you know
     Dm                 F Dm Bb C
Our time, our time is here

    F                   Dm
We know, but were not certain
           Bb
How can we be, 
                       Gm
how can we see what s ahead
                     F
The road keeps on turning
     Dm
And all we can do, 
   Bb                      Gm
is travel each day to the next

Dm
Come on, come on, 
      F
you know
      Bb                    F
It s your time to move it s my time to move

Dm
Come on, come on, 
    F
let go
               Bb
Leave it all behind, 
               Gm
your past and mine

               F       Dm
Gone are the days of summer
              Bb             C



We could nt change it if we tried
              F                   
Why would we want to, 
                 Dm
let s go where we got to
                Bb             C
Out paths will cross again in time
                 F       Dm
It s never the same tomorrow, 
       Bb              C
And tomorrow is never clear
     Dm                    F
So come on, come on, you know
     Dm                 F Dm Bb C
Our time, our time is here


